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This guide contains a set of modifications for increasing the functionality of the 110 VCO/VCF/VCA 

Module in Behringer’s line of Roland System 100M recreations. While adding VCO synchronisation as 

known from the 112 Module, I added also some SH101-inspired sub oscillator with a little twist, an 

additional bandpass filter response and VCA overdrive. The Roland schematics scans on yusynth were 

helpful for doing that: http://yusynth.net/gear/R100_en.html.  

 

For implementing these mods, I added a little extra PCB on the back and repurposed some of the jack 

sockets on the panel. VCO OUT became VCO SYNC IN, while VCF SIG IN2 made way for a sub 

oscillator octave switch and VCA SIG IN2 was replaced by a switch for selecting between Bandpass 

Filter or VCA overdrive. Finally, VCA OUT LOW was rewired to carry the VCO OUT signal. If you plan 

on using an extension panel (say, a repurposed multiple), you have, of course more freedom in 

arranging your interfacing and control options. 

 

If you do and like these mods, make a small donation to a charity helping refugees, and if you have 

suggestions for improvements, be in touch via: https://maffez.com/. 

  

http://yusynth.net/gear/R100_en.html
https://maffez.com/
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SUBOSCILLATOR 

This is derived from the SH101 sub oscillator with the twist of using a pulse wave instead of a ramp as 

the input. The main difference in the sonic result is that when you modulate the width of the pulse 

wave, the pitch of the sub oscillator is changing slightly, which I find surprisingly musical and 

something different to the same, same. Tracking in this circuit is very stable and the hassle that can 

come with setting up the circuit in other circumstances (4013s can be a bit finicky) is not an issue 

either. If you want the classic saw input, exchange the 1k resistor at the input stage with 220k and 

should the circuit glitch, there is good info on forums for debugging this.  

 

Adapted circuit from SH101 service notes (NB 220k resistor at input changed to 1k) 

For driving your sub with PULSE, you need to make a minor change to the waveform select switch 

first. This is because that switch has two functions – the lower row selects the waveform that is 

carried through to VCO OUT and VCF IN. While TRI and SAW are always on, regardless of being 

carried through, the upper row of the switch de-/activates PULSE entirely by opening/closing the 

input of the pulse circuit. Hence, you need to bridge the pins marked green on the picture below to 

have your sub run at all times (even when PULSE is not carried through in the audio path).  

 

As for locating your new SUB SWITCH, I suggest that you repurpose the FILTER IN2 socket if not using 

a breakout panel. This way, you can dial the volume of VCO (IN1) and that of your sub (IN2) 

individually. You can also plug in an external VCO into IN1 and tune your sub to an interval other than 

one or two octaves below the internal VCO.   
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VCO HARDSYNC INPUT 

While the 112 Dual VCO Module offers inputs for VCO synchronisation, this option is missing here, so 

I adapted the sync in circuit from the M-112 schematic. As I did not want an extra “strong”/“weak” 

switch, I just wired “strong”. Moreover, I ended up using a 1nf cap at the input for the master VCO, 

which gave better results with various VCOs and waveforms than the 100pf in the schematic. 

 

Note that while the added circuitry is minimal, connecting it to the 110 module itself is fiddly. Best 

connect a thin wire to IC8, PIN6, which you then connect to your extra components lodged on a small 

PCB attached to the main PCB with an M2-spacer.  

 

As for locating your sync in socket: If no breakout panel is used, I suggest that you repurpose the VCO 

OUT socket, so you have modulation inputs logically arranged: SYNC next to PWM. For decoupling 

this socket you need to cut two traces as marked with green lines on the following picture:  

 

This way, you can use the internal VCO as per usual with its volume pot and have a second signal on 

FILTER IN2. (If you do both sub and sync, you need to go creative in terms of placing controls.) 
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6DB LOWPASS and BANDPASS FILTER MODES 

This one is easy to wire up and sounds great in my opinion. You wire the -6db stage of the filter to 

VCA SIG IN2, so that when you turn its level up in parallel to that of the normal filter output (-24db) 

you create a bandpass response through filter pole mixing. (Since the -6db out signal has a different 

polarity, phase cancellation subtracts the lows from the -24db out when both are at the same level.) 

You can tap the -6db out at the source of T18 (Roland schematic “Q7” on the picture below). 

 

 
 

On my module I wired the -6db filter signal to VCA SIG IN2 VCA IN2 (via a switch that also controls 

the VCA overdrive, see below), so by just turning VCA IN 1 and/or 2 you can have 24db lowpas, 6db 

lowpass or bandpass. So, depending on your choice, remove the VCA SIG IN2 jack entirely or 

decouple the NC (normal) lug of that socket from ground. Tap the source of T18 (lower right “leg”) 

and feed it via a 1k resistor to the PCB terminal for VCA IN2 tip lug. If you want a really prim and 

proper version, go with your -6db signal through an op-amp before feeding it into VCA SIG IN2. Next, 

you need to match the maximum level of this signal with that of the 24db out present at VCA IN1. If 

no op-amp is used, wire a 201k-220k resistor in parallel with R68 (180k).  

 

220k resistor in parallel to R68 the “lazy” way, going from the wiper of the VCA IN2 Level pot to the opposite 

terminal of R68. 

More on pole mixing filters here: https://electricdruid.net/multimode-filters-part-2-pole-mixing-

filters/ and here: https://mutable-instruments.net/archive/shruthi/build/4pm/. 

https://electricdruid.net/multimode-filters-part-2-pole-mixing-filters/
https://electricdruid.net/multimode-filters-part-2-pole-mixing-filters/
https://mutable-instruments.net/archive/shruthi/build/4pm/
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VCA OVERDRIVE (FEEDBACK) 

I’ve always been fascinated by CYKONG’s VCA drive mod on the SH101 and did a similar thing on the 

MS-1. This one is easy and sounds close, even though it is technically a bit different. What you do is 

you wire the VCA out back to the VCA IN. You can do this by wiring the *anode* of C10 via a 33k (or 

lower) resistor to the VCA IN2 socket. If you want to keep the socket, you need to free the normal pin 

from all connections to ground. Since I have the bandpass filter mod on my module, I took the VCA 

IN2 socket out anyways and use a switch to toggle between bandpass option and overdrive option. 

So, wire to VCA IN2, turn up the level of that input and tear away… 

 

Anode C10 marked yellow here (NB that resistor is not 33k – was used for testing at early stage). 

 

 

VCO OUT/DIRECT FILTER OUT 

I personally don’t see the VCA OUT LOW finding much use in my studio (might be different if you use 

a lot of guitar pedals and such), so I rewired this as a VCO OUT (see VCO Sync section on why). Even if 

you don’t need that (extra) VCO out, a direct filter output might be handy.  

 

First decouple the LOW out jack socket by taking out R62 and R63. For connecting VCO out, take the 

signal from the waveform select switch (see above). For connecting to VCF out, connect the NC 

(normal) lug of the VCA SIG IN1 socket to the LOW OUT tip lug via a 1k resistor (M-121 has no output 

resistor, but why not using one?).  
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Schematic only partially mapped and probably contains mistakes, but hey… gift horse and such…   


